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Daily Message of Mary, Rose of Peace, transmitted during the journey from Los Cocos, Cordoba, to
the city of Mendoza, Argentina, to the visionary Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón

Today, I take you all to the moment of the exile of the Sacred Family to Egypt, a moment in which
the incarnated Divine Son brought to humanity of that time the faith in the one and only God. 

Through the exile of the Sacred Family to Egypt, the human consciousness learned to recognize the
presence of the sacred Will of the Creator through Christ, which must be irrefutable and broadly
accepted by all human beings. In this way, the human consciousness will be free of constant errors
and full of the Will of God.

That was how the Divine Son, with His Presence in Egypt, brought to that time the dissolution of
atheism and through christic energy, the establishment of an inner and sacramental union with the
Almighty.

The presence of the Sacred Family in Egypt marked a before and an after for that ancient people,
accustomed to a superficial and pagan form of belief.

The Divine Son in Egypt, even being silently small, brought to the world the possibility of
understanding and living the spiritual vision in an evolutionary sense rather than that of
appropriation, such as the Egyptians conceived the stars of the universe to be.

The Presence of the little Child Jesus brought order to the system of beliefs and also to the universal
cosmic vision; because He, in that time, manifested the correct alignment with Laws and with Rays.

Jesus opened the source of renewal upon the planet, so that consciousnesses could be healed and
given relief from their suffering.

He gathered together all the consciousnesses of various paths and placed them in the Hands of the
Eternal Father, so that they could have the opportunity of feeling the Love of God and thus recover
their affiliation with Creation.

The presence of the Sacred Family generated the spiritual rebirth of the origins of this Project, so
that the human race of those times could recover the principles of this school of love and of
forgiveness.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


